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lives of its inhabitants, and so many Riffis leave their
own territory and journey to Tangier and French
Morocco, where they are m great demand as gardeners
The people of the Jibala are very different Gay and
inconsequent, they are noted for their buffoonery in a
country where comedy is a marked feature of the pro-
ceedings even when great and tragic events are taking
place Light-heartedly they start to climb to the moon,
only to realize they really wanted to reach the sun.
Gallant, good-natured, grateful, generous, they are
quite the most attractive people in North Africa, and if
I were not an Englishman I should like to be a Jibali
They take an interest m their homes, which are cleaner
and more elaborate than those of the Riffis, and are
themselves clean, though their morals—perhaps it is
sufficient to say that the charms and accommodating
manners of the Jibali boys are noted all over Morocco to
the great annoyance of their Ghleuh rivals Like the
Riffis the complexions of many of them are fair and
their eyes are light Every one likes them, but every one
laughs at them They are like the Andalusian, the
general butt, a fact which they realize, but they are too
good-humoured to mind, as the following story told to
me by a Jibali friend illustrates
£A village kaid bought some valuable fowls, and full of
delight, seeing in his mind's eye the countless well-bred
chickens there would one day be, asked a number of
friends to dinner in celebration The party was a
great success, but it was only when the kaid led his
friends out to admire the fowls that he realized they had
just eaten them'
These then were the people with whom the Spaniards
had to deal; this the country which was fated to be the
scene of such heavy fighting

